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MINUTES OP THE MEETING OF THE EXECUTIVE 
COUNCIL 

April 17, 1919 

Pursuant to the call of the Chairman, the Executive Council of the 

American Society of International Law met at No. 2 Jackson Place, 

N.W., Washington, D. C, at 10 o'clock a.m., Thursday, April 17, 1919. 

Present: 
Hon. Elihu Root, 
Mr. Charles Noble Gregory, 
Dr. David Jayne Hill, 
Mr. Charles Cheney Hyde, 

Prof. John H. Latane, 
Mr. Jackson H. Ralston, 
Mr. Alpheus H. Snow, 
Admiral Charles H. Stockton. 

Prof. George G. Wilson. 

Mr. George A. Finch, Assistant to the Secretaries, was also in 

attendance. 

Letters of regret were presented from the following members: Hon. 

John Barrett, Hon. Jacob M. Dickinson, Hon. George Gray, Mr. 

George W. Kirchwey, Hon. Leo S. Rowe, Hon. William H. Taft, Mr. 

Everett P. Wheeler. 
reports of officers 

Mr. Finch, Assistant to the Secretaries, reported that Dr. James 
Brown Scott, the Recording Secretary, and Hon. Chandler P. An 

derson, the Treasurer, were both in Europe on public business. 

The following report of the Treasurer was submitted by his assist 

ant, Miss Hope K. Thompson: 
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TREASURER'S REPORT 

January 1 to December 31, 1918 

INVESTMENT STATEMENT OF LIFE MEMBERSHIP DUES 

Receipts 

Life membership dues, 28 life members at $100 each. $2,800.00 

Investments. 

June 23, 1906. 1 $500 Central Pacific first mortgage 4% bond 
at 102 with commissions. $510.63 

Dec. 21, 1906. 1 $500 Central Pacific first mortgage 4% bond 
at 100% with commissions. 503.73 

Nov. 14, 1907. 1 $500 Central Pacific first mortgage 4% bond 
at 90 with commissions. 451.08 

July 2, 1908. 1 $500 Central Pacific first mortgage 4% bond 
at 97% with commissions. 486.75 

Mar. 13, 1917. 1 $500 Central Pacific first mortgage 4% bond 
at 90 with commissions. 452.95 2,405.14 

Dec. 31, 1918. Balance on deposit at Riggs National Bank.. $394.86 

INVESTMENT FROM INCOME ACCOUNT. 

May, 1918. $5,000 U. S. Third Liberty Loan Bonds 4%%. $5,000.00 

PRINCIPAL ACCOUNT 

Jan. 1, 1918. Balance at Riggs National Bank. $394.86 

INCOME ACCOUNT 
Receipts 

Balance on deposit at Union Trust Company, carried forward from 

last account. $1,677.12 
Balance on deposit at Riggs National Bank, carried forward from 

last account. 6,322.71 
Annual dues for 1907/16. $45.00 

1917. 255.00 
1918. 4,235.00 
1919. 145.00 

1920. 10.00 4,690.00 

Foreign postage: 1917. $11*^ 
1918. 77.24 

1919. 5.00 9324 

Exchange on checks. .75 

Income from investment life membership dues (5 Central Pacific R. R. 

Co. $500 4% bonds). IO0-00 
Interest: Riggs National Bank. ^H'lo 

Union Trust Company. 50.68 163.10 

Spanish edition (transferred to Spanish membership fund). 6.00 

Sale of Proceedings. 9-35 

$13,062.27 
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Forward.$13,062.27 
Disbursements 

Salary account: 

George A. Finch, Secretary to Board of Editors 
and Business Manager.$1,100.00 

H. K. Thompson, assistant to Treasurer. 275.00 
Wilbur S. Finch, account clerical assistance for 

Recording Secretary and Editor-in-Chief_ 187.50 
Julia K. Kernan, account clerical assistance for 

Recording Secretary and Editor-in-Chief_ 62.50 1,625.00 

Secretary's disbursements: 

Postage, telegrams, express, etc. 40.61 
Treasurer's disbursements: 

Postage, telegrams, etc. 4.08 
Supplies: 

Stationery, notices, receipt books, etc.: 
A. D. Howe. $22.00 
Byron S. Adams. 73.75 95.75 

Journal: 
Preparation?Ethel S. Nock. $90.00 

Kathryn Sellers. 75.00 
Theodore P. Ion. 172.14 337.14 

Spanish membership transferred to Sociedad Americana de 
Der echo Internacional. 6.00 

Annual Meeting: 
Reporting?James R. Wick. $63.00 
Geo. A. Finch, postage for mailing announce 

ments of omission of annual meeting. 1425 7725 

Proceedings 1917: 
Plimpton Press, printing, etc.$1,146.09 
J. C. Duncan, proof reading. 3225 

Reprints . 132.61 1,310.95 

Taxes, District of Columbia1. 26.29 
Investment in U. S. Third Liberty Loan. 5,000.00 8,523.07 

Balance December 31, 1918. $4,53920 
Balance at Union Trust Company. $1,727.80 
Balance at Riggs National Bank. 2,811.40 4,539.20 

After consideration, it was moved and carried that the Treasurer's 

report be received and accepted subject to the report of the Auditing 
Committee. 

reports of committees 

Mr. Alpheus H. Snow reported that, pursuant to the resolution of 
the Council at its last meeting, the Auditing Committee had, after 

1 A ruling of the Commissioners in 1918 would exempt the Society from pay 
ment of taxes, and refund of above payment of 1917 taxes is claimed. 
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consultation with the Treasurer, consulted with the American Audit 

Company concerning the audit of the Society's accounts. He referred 
the Council to the following written report made by the Auditing 
Committee to the Executive Committee of the Society on July 12, 
1918, and recommended the acceptance of the proposal contained 

therein, which he stated was made with the approval of the Treasurer: 

To the Executive Committee of the 
American Society of International Law: 
The undersigned, appointed at the Annual Meeting of the Ex 

ecutive Council in April last to procure an audit of the accounts 
of the Treasurer for last year and the current year by an audit 

company, upon conference with the Treasurer, respectfully re 

port that, after conference with the Treasurer, they recommend 
the American Audit Company to make the audit above men 

tioned; the compensation of said company to be at the rate of 

twenty-five dollars per day, the total amount to be paid for audit 

ing the accounts of one fiscal year not to exceed fifty dollars. 

(Signed) Alpheus H. Snow, 
Charles Ray Dean. 

July 12, 1918. 

After consideration the Council, upon motion, authorized the em 

ployment of the American Audit Company upon the terms stated in 

the report of the Auditing Committee. 
Prof. George G. Wilson, Chairman of the Standing Committee on 

Selection of Honorary Members, reported that the Committee deems 

it inexpedient to suggest any nominations for honorary membership 
in the present disturbed condition of international affairs. The re 

port was accepted. 
The President stated that the Committee on Codification had no 

report to make. 

The President then stated that, owing to the absence abroad of the 

Chairman and several members of the Committee on Annual Meeting, 
the question of the annual meeting had been considered by the Execu 

tive Committee of the Society,1 which recommended that no general 

meeting of the Society be held this year at the usual time for holding 
the annual meeting, leaving the question open for the future, but that 

a meeting of the Executive Council should be called for the transac 

tion of such business as it may decide upon. Upon motion, duly made 

1 See minutes of the meeting of the Executive Committee of March 10, 1919, 
printed herein, p. 67. 
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and carried, the action of the Executive Committee with reference to 

the annual meeting was approved by the Council. 

election of officers and committees 

The Council unanimously decided to continue all officers and com 

mittees, whose selection is vested in the Council, and the Board of 

Editors of the American Journal of International Law, until the next 

meeting of the Society They are as follows: 

Chairman of the Executive Council: Hon. Oscar S. Straus. 

Executive Committee: 

Hon. Elihu Root, 
Hon. George Gray, 
Mr. Charles Noble Gregory, 

Hon. David Jayne Hill, 
Hon. Robert Lansing, 
Mr. Jackson H. Ralston, 

Prof. George G. Wilson. 

Treasurer: Hon. Chandler P. Anderson, 

Recording Secretary: Dr. James Brown Scott, 

Corresponding Secretary: Mr. Charles Henry Butler, 
Assistant to the Secretaries: Mr. George A. Finch. 

Standing Committee on the Selection of Honorary Members: 

Prof. George G. Wilson, Chairman, 
Mr. Jackson H. Ralston, Mr. Theodore S. Woolsey. 

Standing Committee on the Increase of Membership: 
Hon. Oscar S. Straus, Chairman, 

Mr. Charles Cheney Hyde, 
Prof. John H. Latane, 

Prof. Jesse S. Reeves, 
Mr. Theodore S. Woolsey. 

Auditing Committee: 

Mr. Alpheus Henry Snow, Mr. Charles Ray Dean. 

Committee on Codification: 
Hon. Elihu Root, Chairman ex officio, 

Hon. Chandler P. Anderson, 
Mr. Charles Henry Butler, 
Mr. Lawrence B. Evans, 
Mr. Charles Noble Gregory, 

Hon. Robert Lansing, 
Hon. Paul S. Reinsch, 
Hon. Leo S. Rowe, 
Mr. James Brown Scott, 

Prof. George G. Wilson. 
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Committee on Annual Meeting: 
Mr. James Brown Scott, Chairman, 

Prof. Philip M. Brown, 
Mr. William C. Dennis, 
Mr. Charles Noble Gregory, 

Mr. Charles Cheney Hyde, 
Hon. Breckinridge Long, 
Mr. Jackson H. Ralston. 

The Board of Editors of the American Journal of International Law 
was then relected as follows: 

Mr. James Brown Scott, Editor-in-Chief, 
Hon. Chandler P. Anderson, 
Prof. Philip Marshall Brown, 
Mr. Charles Noble Gregory, 
Prof. Amos S. Hershey, 
Dr. David Jayne Hill, 

Mr. Charles Cheney Hyde, 
Hon. Robert Lansing, 
Hon. John Bassett Moore, 
Prof. Jesse S. Reeves, 
Prof. George G. Wilson, 

Mr. Theodore S. Woolsey, 

Mr. George A. Finch, Secretary of the Board and Business Manager. 

miscellaneous business 

The Assistant Secretary presented letters of February 20 and 

April 11, 1919 from the Sulgrave Institution inviting the Society to 

become a member of the Committee which is planning the celebration 

of the tercentenary of the landing of the pilgrim fathers and other 

associated events in the years 1919, 1920 and 1921. After considera 

tion, the communications were, upon motion, referred to the Executive 

Committee for consideration and report. 
A communication of March 10th from the National Security League 

was then laid before the Council, inviting the Society to appoint a dele 

gate upon the National Committee of Constitutional Interpretation, 
which plans a campaign of popular education in fundamental American 

political conceptions, leading up to a national celebration on the anni 

versary of the adoption of the Federal Constitution, namely, Septem 
ber 17th. After very careful consideration of the purpose of the pro 

posed campaign and celebration in relation to the objects of the So 

ciety, the Council adopted the following resolution: 

Resolved, That the President of the Society be, and he is hereby, 
authorized to provide for such representation of the Society at 

any national celebration of the anniversary of the adoption of the 
Constitution of the United States as he may see fit. 
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Mr. Finch suggested that the Society now had a sufficient number 
of books to justify the adoption of a distinctive bookplate. It was 

suggested that an estimate of the cost of such a bookplate be obtained, 
and the matter was, upon motion, referred to the Executive Committee 
with power. 

It 'was then suggested that the Society make some provision for pro 

viding members with bound sets of the Journal in exchange for un 

bound sets and, after consideration, it was moved and carried that the 

suggestion be referred to the Business Manager to examine and report 
upon at the next meeting of the Executive Committee. 

Mr. Finch then reported that the cumulative index to the Society's 
publications which it was expected to issue at the end of the tenth 

volume had been unavoidably delayed, but he expected it to be pub 
lished during the coming summer. He suggested that the proposed 
index be extended to include all publications issued up to and including 
the year 1918. This suggestion was, upon motion, approved by the 

Council. 
The Council then discussed the question of supplying back numbers 

of the Journal either from copies on hand or by reprinting from the 

plates, and the Business Manager was directed to make an inventory 
of all the numbers of the Journal on hand and report upon the status 

of the plates of the said numbers for future consideration. 

international law and the peace settlement 

President Root. Is there any further business ? 

I want to talk briefly about the situation at Paris. The draft of the 

Covenant of the League of Nations has been developed under the very 
extreme pressure of immediate danger in Europe, calling for the treat 

ment of political questions purely. The result is that, in the Covenant 
as it first came out, international law was mentioned in the preamble 
and never mentioned again. Apparently the whole Hague system was 

treated as scrapped. I do not know where the Hague conventions are 

going to be found when this League comes about. Where are they? 
Will the Hague conventions subsist? The last Hague Conference pro 
vided for another meeting, and we were very much engaged in getting 

ready for that when the war broke out. The committees that were 

provided for had been appointed in a number of countries, and were at 

work in preparation. Now, what is to become of all that, I do not 
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know. And is there going to be any international law ? Somebody in 
some way has got to find out whether there is any international law, 
and if so, what it is, so far as anybody can agree upon it. 

Admiral Stockton. Nobody disclaims it. 

President Root. Nobody disclaims it. Nobody says anything about 

it, but this Covenant ignores it except in the preamble. 

Admiral Stockton. The rules said to have been annulled by viola 
tion are a relatively small part of the laws of war on land and sea. I 
cannot admit that annulment is caused by violation of law, however. 
The international law of peace remains the same. The question of 
treaties remains the same. Nobody professes the annulment of trea 
ties. They are called "scraps of paper," but yet the governments do 
not disclaim the treaties or their obligations. The laws of war are 
more impressive than others upon the minds of the people, but if you 

go over the whole body of international law, you will find that the part 
which is in dispute is relatively a small part of international law. Yet 
a friend of mine in New York told me that it was the opinion of the 

people at large that international law had gone to pieces. That is 

absurd, but that opinion exists. 

President Root. Undoubtedly. And is not this true also, that the 

Allies are assessing damages over there for violations of international 

law ? Whether it appears distinctly or not, you will find that the basis 

upon which they are computing the liability of Germany consists to a 

considerable degree in the law of nations that Germany has violated. 

The idea of requiring compensation for loot, for depredations, for the 

taking away of the machinery of factories, is based upon the provisions 
that were codified and declared in the Hague convention protecting 

private property on land. So that if it could be made plain, brought 
out and put upon record, what is being done in Paris in the terms that 

are being imposed upon the Germans, instead of indicating a deadlock 

of the international law of war, would constitute a reinstatement of it 

by imposing a penalty for its violation. And how can you have a law 

established more conclusively than by punishing an infringement of it? 

Now somebody whose ideas of international law go beyond the pre 
amble ought some time or other to take that up. 

Prof. Latane. I am very much interested in what you have said. 

I was also struck with the fact that in all the correspondence with 
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Germany, President Wilson avoided the use of the term "international 

law" wherever it was possible to use any other term. I have discussed 

this Covenant with a number of people, because I have an interest in 

getting the point of view of the average man. I said to a very intelli 

gent man the other day that there was very little reference to interna 

tional law in that draft, and he said, "Oh, well, what is international 

law ? It is just simply a lot of rules stating what you ought to do when 

you get into a war, or when somebody else is at war." And only yes 

terday I was speaking to another man, and I said that it struck me as 

very strange that in providing for the submission of these questions to 

the court, the Covenant did not refer to the Hague Court, and that it 

seemed to imply that another court would be set up. He said, "Well, 
don't you think that was done purposely? Don't you think any refer 

ence to the Hague Court in a document of that kind would rather sub 

ject it to ridicule?" He was a very intelligent man. He thought the 

Hague Conferences had been a complete failure, that they had not 

avoided this war, and that reference to international law and to the 

Hague Court had been purposely omitted because the public at large 
did not take much stock in either one. I am quite inclined to agree 
with Mr. Root, that that was not the motive of the framers, however, 
but that it was lack of interest on the part of the particular people who 

were influential. But it is a very deplorable thing that no more has 

been said about international law, because after all it was a violation 

of international law that did array the public opinion of the world 

against Germany, and we ought to reap the benefit by emphasizing that 

fact. 

Dr. Hill. Why, Mr. Chairman, if there is any reality in interna 

tional engagements, international law exists, and these conventions that 

were signed at The Hague are the basis of international law, and to a 

certain extent a codification of international law in just as high and 

complete and perfect a sense as it is possible for nations to get together 
to make laws. They met, they discussed counter propositions, they 

agreed, they signed the things they agreed to, they were ratified, not 

by every nation, but by most nations, and that which was agreed to in 

that way is as perfect law as it is conceivable for nations to make 

together. Now to say that that law does not exist, or that it is on the 

scrap heap, is to repudiate the whole conception of international law 

or any possibility of law as between nations. 
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What you have said, Mr! Chairman, is most important, because the 

Allies are basing these indemnities upon the principles of law which 

they now repudiate; and when the time comes for the Germans to have 

their say?they certainly will have their say before the public?I shall 
be greatly surprised if they do not show that up. Not that I am hold 

ing a brief for the Germans, God forbid! But they will do that, and 

they have a right to. 

Mr. Gregory. Mr. Chairman, I think the Hague conventions them 

selves, in their language, contained such expressions as enable every 

government involved to repudiate many of their most important pro 
visions, and therefore I think we have to learn that all conventions 
must be drawn with no loopholes, if they are to be observed. I have 

just gone through the English prize cases decided in the present war, 
and I have been constantly astonished to discover that the courts were 

able to declare that the language of the conventions of The Hague 
themselves rendered them ineffective during the present war. As an 

instance, there is the provision that the conventions should not apply 
in any war unless all the parties to the war were parties to the conven 

tion. Montenegro and Serbia were not parties to the Hague conven 

tions. Both England and the Continental countries took advantage of 

that, I think substantially all of them, and it seems to me that the repu 
diation of the conventions from time to time was partly due to the 

defects which were found in them. 

Dr. Hill. Mr. Chairman, that is true, and we have to admit that 
those Hague conventions were very imperfect. Nevertheless, there is 
a residuum of law. There were things that could be evaded. The 

loopholes that were provided were most pernicious. But after all, 
there is a residuum that is left from which there is no escape, and that 
is law. But anyhow, if you are going to repudiate the basic principles 
of law, why then you have knocked the bottom out of this Covenant 
or constitution of the League of Nations. There are more loopholes 
in this constitution of the League of Nations than there are in the 

Hague conventions, because if you examine those terms carefully, you 
can make it out that there is really nothing binding at all; and that has 
been the defense put forward by the advocates of the League of Na 
tions convention, as against those who have claimed that it sets up a 
status of super-government. They say there is no super-government, 
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that there is nothing you have to do under the Covenant, that it is all 

loopholes, that the barn door is wide open, that you can drive your 
team and all your load through, in or out, just as you please. Of 

course, if advantage is taken of that, this convention will be less useful 
than the Hague conventions ever were. 

Mr. Chairman, I do not want to interrupt you, because I know you 
have a great deal of importance to say on this subject; but I have this 

difficulty. I do not see that this League of Nations, as a separate 
society constituted in a corner, as it were, by fourteen or eighteen 
nations, perhaps with accessions, but without being the totality of the 

society of nations, can make international law. They can crystallize 
their policies. In the executive council they can adjudge their opin 
ions, they can say what they will demand and what they will not do, 
but that is not international law; that is not based on the consent of 

nations; that, in its formulation, is not participated in by all the nations 
or by a generality of nations, but only by a single group. I doubt if 

any League of Nations that is not coincident in its extent with the 

whole society of nations can make international law. 
What Admiral Stockton says is very proper. In the preamble they 

speak of the "understandings." Whose understandings? Their un 

derstanding, of course. They do not pledge themselves to international 
law as an existing thing, nor to the improvement of it, nor to abiding 

by decisions based on it in any form whatever. There is no conception 
of justice in this procedure; and while they have created a tremendous 

organ of power, if it becomes effectual and is not merely advisory or 

monitory, they have created no institution of justice and have made 
no provision for one. 

Admiral Stockton. It seems to me that the proposal is a "rough 
and-ready" answer to what is undoubtedly existing throughout the en 
tire world, a great desire and yearning for the creation of a permanent 
peace. It is a yearning that is sometimes inarticulate and at other 
times very audible, and it is almost universal. Of course, after every 
war there is a demand for cessations of war, but after this war par 

ticularly the expression is world-wide, as the war was world-wide, and 
I believe that those in power are determined in some way to meet it. 
I think in some form or other a covenant will be adopted as an answer 

to the sentiment which is universal. There will be, I suppose, more 

extensive treatment of various matters, such as the opium and other 
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international questions. I have not heard of any provision for a future 
conference on international law. Is there any that the Chairman 
knows of? 

President Root. No. I wrote a letter some time ago on the general 
subject to Mr. Hays, and proposed half a dozen amendments.1 The 

1 The six amendments referred to by Mr. Root were laid before the Council. 
They read as follows: 

FIRST AMENDMENT. 

Strike out Article XIII and insert the following:? 
The high contracting powers agree to refer to the existing Permanent Court 

of Arbitration at The Hague, or to the Court of Arbitral Justice proposed at 
the Second Hague Conference when established, or to some other Arbitral 

Tribunal, all disputes between them (including those affecting honor and vital 

interests) which are of a justiciable character, and which the powers concerned 
have failed to settle by diplomatic methods. The powers so referring to arbi 
tration agree to accept and give effect to the award of the Tribunal. 

Disputes of a justiciable character are defined as disputes as to the interpre 
tation of a treaty, as to any question of international law, as to the existence of 

any fact which if established would constitute a breach of any international 

obligation, or as to the nature and extent of the reparation to be made for any 
such breach. 

Any question which may arise as to whether a dispute is of a justiciable char 
acter is to be referred for decision to the Court of Arbitral Justice when con 

stituted, or, until it is constituted, to the existing Permanent Court of Arbitra 
tion at The Hague. 

SECOND AMENDMENT 

Add to Article XIV the following paragraph:? 

"The Executive Council shall call a general conference of the Powers to meet 
not less than two years or more than five years after the signing of this con 

vention for the purpose of reviewing the condition of international law, and of 

agreeing upon and stating in authoritative form the principles and rules thereof. 

"Thereafter regular conferences for that purpose shall be called and held at 

stated times." 

THIRD AMENDMENT. 

Immediately before the signature of the American Delegates, insert the fol 

lowing reservation:? 

"Inasmuch as in becoming a member of the League the United States of 

America is moved by no interest or wish to intrude upon or interfere with the 

political policy or internal administration of any foreign state, and by no exist 

ing or anticipated dangers in the affairs of the American continents, but accedes 

to the wish of the European states that it shall join in its power to theirs for 
the preservation of general peace, the representatives of the United States of 

America sign this convention with the understanding that nothing therein con 

tained shall be construed to imply a relinquishment by the United States of 
America of its traditional attitude towards purely American questions, or to 

require the submission of its policy regarding such questions (including therein 
the admission of immigrants) to the revision or recommendation of other 

Powers." 
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State Department asked for those amendments, and they were fur 
nished to it some time before the letter was sent The Department 
cabled the amendments over to Mr. Lansing in Paris, and they were 

before the commission that was revising the Covenant. In those 
amendments I put, as an addition to article fourteen of the Covenant, 
the following provision: 

"The Executive Council shall call a general conference of the 
Powers to meet not less than two years nor more than five years 
after the signing of this convention for the purpose of reviewing 
the condition of international law, and of agreeing upon and stat 

ing in authoritative form the principles and rules thereof. There 
after regular conferences for that purpose shall be called and held 
at stated times.,, 

Admiral Stockton. Why can not something practicable be done 

now, in the way of this Society calling attention to that proposed 
amendment, and by means of the amendment to the whole question of 

dealing with international law ? 

President Root. We have a committee recently formed in the New 
York City Bar Association, of which I was made chairman. I called 
that committee together the other day and submitted to them the ques 
tion whether they could see anything that they could do properly with 

regard to international law, without getting into any political contro 

versy ; and the committee, which included Mr. Alton Parker, Mr. Jus 
tice Hughes, Mr. Wickersham, Mr. Chandler Anderson, Mr. Fred Cou 

dert, Mr. Guthrie, Mr. Gerard, Mr. George Ingraham?a committee 

fourth amendment 

Add to Article X the following:? 
"After the expiration of five years from the signing of this convention any 

party may terminate its obligation under this Article by giving one year's notice 
in writing to the Secretary General of the League." 

fifth amendment 

Add to Article IX the following:? 
"Such Commission shall have full power of inspection and verification per 

sonally and by authorized agents as to all armament, equipment, munitions, and 
industries referred to in Article VIII." 

sixth amendment. 

Add to Article XXIV the following :? 
"The Executive Council shall call a general conference of members of the 

League to meet not less than five or more than ten years after the signing of 
this convention for the revision thereof, and at that time, or at any time there 
after upon one year's notice, any member may withdraw from the League." 
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made up of the best authorities that Mr. Milburn could find in the 
New York Bar?resolved unanimously in favor of the first two amend 
ments that I had proposed; that is, this second one which I have just 
read, and the first one, to strike out Article 13, which says that people 
can arbitrate when they want to arbitrate, and insert a provision for 

obligatory arbitration. That amendment relating to arbitration is in 
the language of the British group, of which Mr. Bryce is the head. 

The}'' have been working at it for three or four years, and that defini 
tion is what their work finally resulted in. It recognizes the Hague 
Court and defines justiciable questions. In framing the amendment I 

took their language, instead of the language of the League to Enforce 

Peace, for the reason that the former defines justiciable questions, and 

the latter does not, and I had found great difficulty in an agreement to 

submit, to any Continental tribunal?any tribunal selected from the 

world at large?the question of its own jurisdiction, without any rule 

to apply more definite than the words "justiciable questions." It seems 

to me that almost certainly a Jugo-Slav and an American would have 

different views as to what constituted a justiciable question. But the 

Bryce group defined disputes of a justiciable character to be disputes 
as to the interpretation of a treaty, as to any question of international 

law, as to the existence of any fact which if established would consti 

tute a breach of any international obligation, or as to the nature and 

extent of the reparation to be made for any such breach. That is 

pretty reasonably clear-cut. 

Admiral Stockton. Are not these amendments before the Peace 

Delegates now? 

President Root. They are before them now. The State Depart 
ment cabled them nearly a week before the letter came out. The De 

partment heard that I was preparing some amendments, and sent to 

me for them, and then the action of this New York committee was 

also cabled by the State Department. I communicated it in a note to 

Mr. Polk, and he cabled it immediately. 

Admiral Stockton. The New York Bar Association is of course 

a society of very great influence and weight, outweighing possibly this 

Society; but we have the special nomenclature of a society of interna 

tional law, and it seems to me it would be well to have something 
cabled now, either to support the amendments, or to support some 
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future action. I doubt whether any change can be made now in the 

League of Nations, but we might urge provisions for forming a com 

mittee to take up the question of an international conference to con 

sider international law in all its details, and give its authority a greater 

impress. After the Franco-Prussian War there were a number of 

supplementary treaties. After this war there will very probably be a 

number of treaties that will relate to matters that cannot be included 

in the main treaty of peace. The time would be then ripe to consider 

the question of international law, define its rules and give increased 

sanction to them from all nations. Probably before the general con 

ference adjourns some provision could be made looking to future ac 

tion upon this point; and if we could urge it as a suggestion of the 

American Society of International Law, it would be pertinent for us 

so to do, and it would carry the weight of international lawyers?pre 

sumably the international lawyers of this country. 

President Root. The recommendation of this Society would have a 

certain weight which no local society would have. The New York so 

ciety is a local society. This Society is national in its organization 
and makeup, so that its action might be very useful. 

Prof. Latane. I would like to ask why there has been a sugges 
tion of Geneva as the seat of the League of Nations instead of The 

Hague. 

Dr. Hill. I think there is a rather natural explanation of the trans 

fer of the center of internationalism to Geneva instead of allowing it 

to remain at The Hague. The Belgians are very much upset because 

the Dutch are so tenacious about Limberg. The Dutch straddle across 

the Scheldt. The Belgians want to have the shore of the Scheldt, and 

they want the Peace Conference to dictate to Holland that she must 

give this up to Belgium. The Dutch are a very tenacious people and 

the Limbergers are very loyal to the Netherlands Government. They 
are Dutchmen, and they do not want to be transferred to Belgium. 
Now I think that, having failed in getting the locus of the League of 

Nations at Brussels, which they would very much like to do, the Bel 

gians have made up their minds that they will not have it at The Hague, 
and that is what cuts out The Hague as the future habitat of the secre 

tariat of the League of Nations. Geneva naturally comes up to them, 

being in a republic, and being, as it were, out of the melee, as the next 
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eligible place. I should think perhaps those were some of the consid 
erations that were -not made public, but which lie back of that move 

ment. 

President Root. I supposed that that was so, and I had thought 
that it might be that there was a little feeling that Holland has not been 

quite sympathetic with the Allies?not quite as sympathetic as she 

might have been. Undoubtedly, of course, Holland was in a very 

desperate position and she had to yield things which under her strict 

rights she should not have been required to yield. 

Dr. Hill. In her dangerous position, a strict neutrality was her 
correct policy, of course, but it is very difficult to adhere to a strict 

policy with a powerful neighbor right on the side ready to be offensive 
and to take up any omission as well as any act of a positive character 
as a basis of being offensive. 

Mr. Gregory. The statement was made that Geneva was chosen on 
account of the admirable observance of neutrality on the part of 
Switzerland. 

President Root. I think that is an explanation rather than a cause. 

Mr. Gregory. I have a letter from Leyden University, which as 
sures me that the Dutch Government has not been sympathetic toward 
the Germans, that the Queen herself has not been; but it says that their 
actions were absolutely compelled by the situation. I can imagine the 

anxiety they must have felt in a small country like Holland. 

Dr. Hill. Mr. Chairman, I wanted to ask a question for enlighten 
ment here. Justiciable disputes, or disputes of a justiciable character, 
have not been very precisely defined; they have been surrounded with 
a kind of a nebula. Now that we have this definition, which we will 

say is the Bryce or British definition, do you think our Senate would 

agree to go the length of arbitrating all disputes of a justiciable char 
acter? 

President Root. Well, I should think so, because I found very little 

difficulty in the Senate. You will remember I took up Mr. Hay's trea 

ties, which were based upon the treaty between France and England, 
for the arbitration of all questions of international law arising from 

the interpretation of treaties (excepting national honor and vital in 

terests). I found practically no difficulty in the Senate about that. 
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They were quite willing to do that. The only reason why Mr. Hay's 
series of treaties failed was that the Senate did not want to be ousted 

of its part of the treaty-making power. There still remained an im 

portant treaty-making function, and the Senate was not willing to be 

ousted of that. Mr. Hay did not want any of their interference, and 

that is where the treaties stopped. I brushed that aside and left the 

Senate to continue to discharge its functions as a part of the treaty 

making power, and the Senators were perfectly willing to agree to 

arbitrate those things. Now, the question of national honor is a mere 

camouflage. I apprehend that it found its place in the original treaty 
to satisfy some special susceptibilities. As to the "questions of vital 

interests," why, no questions which can arise upon the interpretation 
of a treaty, or under the law of nations, can be a question of vital 

interest. 

Dr. Hill. A nation would never jeopardize a vital interest in 

making a treaty, therefore it could not involve that. 

President Root. No. So I think the Senate would agree. I have 
more doubt as to whether the Senate would leave the court to decide 

upon its own jurisdiction. I was opposed to that without the defini 

tion, but I am in favor of it with the definition, which I think practi 

cally reduces it to the treaties we have already made. 

Dr. Hill. Your second amendment grows necessarily out of the 

first, because you have there in the definition of "justiciable character" 
the words "as to any question of international law." Now what is a 

question of international law? That depends on what international 
law is or becomes, and therefore your second amendment with regard 
to the agreement upon international law, becomes necessary as a corol 

lary, or else you are tying yourself up to a very great uncertainty. 

President Root. Yes, it is just like the situation which called for 
the London Naval Conference under the Prize Court Convention, only 
this amendment omits the expression which was put into the Prize 
Court Treaty in a burst of generous confidence in human nature, that 

is, that questions that could not be determined by the terms of the 

treaties or by the rules of international law should be settled in ac 

cordance with equity and justice. Now when you say that questions 
shall be settled "according to equity and justice," you appeal to what 

anybody in this world who goes into a court thinks it is desirable to 
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do. And that called for the Conference of London to agree upon the 
rules of international law which would be administered by the Prize 
Court. 

Mr. Gregory. I want to ask whether, under that last clause, "or as 
to the nature and extent of the reparation to be made for any such 

breach/' if a cession of territory were claimed as the only adequate 
reparation, such cession would then be a matter to submit to arbitra 
tion? I want to see whether this carefully protects those things that 
were not mentioned to be submitted to arbitration. 

President Root. I should think that if there were a boundary ques 
tion, between Costa Rica and Nicaragua, and title were to be found 
in Costa Rica rather than in Nicaragua, the case would come within 
this definition; but if it were found that an injury had been committed 
to the damage of one country, amounting to $15,000,000, it would not 
be competent for a court to say that the Island of Jamaica should be 

ceded in satisfaction of the $15,000,000. 

Mr. Gregory. That is exactly the question in my mind, very well 

expressed?the question whether Heligoland shall be ceded to some of 
the Powers as part compensation for damages suffered. The question 
arising in my mind was whether it was necessary to safeguard that. 

Dr. Hill. To take Heligoland away from Germany is an act of 
war. Would it ever come up as a question of arbitration? Could it 
ever be conceived that it would ever be brought up as a question for 
arbitration? 

Mr. Gregory. Suppose that Germany cannot pay, is absolutely 
without money, and the only compensation that can be enforced is a 

cession of territory. Could it be enforced through arbitration, under 
that language? 

I submit this, not to make an interpretation for myself, but seeking 
to examine the interpretations which, in these very intense encounters, 
are often pressed with great force. 

President Root. Of course I should think that if you endeavor to 

put limits upon such a general proposition as that, you enter upon an 

endless series. The substance of it is to assess damages, is it not? 

Mr. Gregory. There is nothing very definite on that subject. Com 

pensation might be decreed in money or in land, perhaps. 
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Prof. Latane. How would it do to have a resolution that in the 

opinion of this Council, justiciable disputes should be denned in the 

terms proposed by Mr. Root in his first amendment, and also that pro 
vision should be made for conferences on international law at stated 

intervals as suggested by Mr. Root in his proposed second amendment ? 

President Root. In view of the fact that the Peace Conference has 

gone so far now, would you not make your first language a little more 

general, not referring to that particular definition, but putting it that 

the Council of the American Society of International Law, at its an 

nual meeting, resolves to urge upon the negotiators at Paris a provision 
either in the Covenant for a League of Nations, or if that be too far 

advanced, in some supplementary agreement, for maintaining and ad 

vancing arbitration, a system of judicial settlement of justiciable dis 

putes, and a special provision for the revision and advancement of 

agreements upon the rules of international law? 

Prof. Wilson. If I may make the suggestion, it seems to me that 

for this Society the more appropriate thing would be the latter part of 

your recommendation, namely, that we endorse what is practically your 
second amendment, in such phraseology as we see fit. The other is a 

highly technical question, upon which this Society might differ. There 

would be no difference among the members of this Society in regard to 

the propriety of regular meetings for the codification and formulation 

of international law, because we have our own committee for that. 

That would put it strictly within the purpose of an international law 

society, rather than perhaps taking any issue in regard to arbitration, 
or what might be justiciable or what might not. 

President Root. That was my idea, to avoid saying anything about 

what is justiciable or what is not justiciable, but merely to urge provi 
sion for a system of arbitral or judicial settlement. 

Prof. Wilson. I should prefer to leave it just as you have it in 

this second amendment. It seems to me that is eminently a fitting 
thing for this Council to endorse for the purpose of promoting inter 

national law. 

Dr. Hill. To "call a general conference of the Powers,"?is the 

meeting to be of the members of this League, or of sovereign states? 

President Root. I think it should be of all sovereign states. I do 
not see how the members of any league can make international law. 
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This Covenant has manifestly been framed under the intense pressure 
of an existing dangerous situation, and it receives its form and char 
acter from that rather than from provisions for the future. For some 

years to come this will be, not a league of peace, but a league of ap 

proximately one-half of Western civilization against approximately the 
other half. 

Dr. Hill. It is really a preponderance in the balance of power. 

President Root. It is a continuance under special provisions of the 

existing alliance between Great Britain, France, Belgium, Italy, Japan, 
and the United States. It makes no difference whether we call it an 

alliance or not, it is a continuance of the alliance and must be simply 
that for a number of years to come. We have had a multitude of 
councils on special things,?a council about shipping, a council about 
the purchase of metals, a council about nitrates, and this, that and the 

other thing. This League is nothing but the continuing of one council 

to take the place of the multitude of councils. So I do not see that 

this council or body of delegates, or this League, can be regarded as a 

proper agency for the consideration or promotion of international law. 
I think their function is to provide for a proper meeting to deal with 
international law. 

Mr. Hyde. Through some scientific agency? 

President Root. We cannot dictate about that. We have always 
had mixed delegations at international conferences,?delegations which 

contained some men who were in close touch with their governments 
and some men who were skilled in the art, as, for instance, the ad 

visers of the foreign offices, like Kriege of Germany, and Renault of 

France, who were at the Hague Conferences as expert advisers. 

Admiral Stockton. Do you think there is any possibility that the 

second amendment has been incorporated? 

President Root. I do not know. There has been some statement 

by the press that it has been. 

Admiral Stockton. In any case, whether it has or has not been 

incorporated, is not this an opportunity that is not likely to occur 

again, to bring before the Conference from another angle the second 
amendment? 
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Mr. Snow. I second Professor Wilson's motion?I think he made 

it in the form of a suggestion. 

Dr. Hill. Instead of saying "the Executive Council shall call a 

general conference of the Powers," why not say "a conference of all 

the Powers," in order to avoid the subsequent interpretation that this 
means only the members of the League? They cannot make inter 

national law. They are not a majority of the sovereign states now, 
and may never be; and even if they were four-fifths or nine-tenths of 

it, they could not do that. 

Admiral Stockton. They can provide means. 

Dr. Hill. That is all. They could adopt their policies and say, 
"We are going to drive these things through, and you small people get 
out of the way, that is the law!" 

Admiral Stockton. One or two nations can call a conference, which 
can be accepted by everybody. 

Dr. Hill. The President of the United States might call a con 
ference. Anybody can call it; but the important part is that there 
should be a conference including all the Powers, and not an attempt by 
some of the governments to make law for all the rest. 

Mr. Snow. The sixth amendment says: "The Executive Council 
shall call a general conference of members of the League." 

The second amendment says: "The Executive Council shall call a 

general conference of the powers." 

President Root. Only the members of the League could revise the 

League's convention. 

Mr. Snow. If that distinction is sufficiently clear, to make it cer 
tain that it means all the sovereign states, that is enough; but if this 
second amendment stood alone, someone might say the Powers here are 
confined to the members of the League. With this sixth amendment, 
if the second should be adopted and be parallel with it, that would ex 

plain it. In the one case you say "Powers," and in the other case 
"members of the league." It is simply a question of interpretation. 
If you have the two elements before you, you do not need to be so 
exact. If you do not, you need to be exact. It is very hard to draw 

anything that cannot be misinterpreted. 
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Mr. Hyde. While it is not so stated here, the practical effect of the 

adoption of the second amendment will be the getting of a consensus 

of opinion as the result of a conference. 

Dr. Hill. This council is not an international body. The Execu 
tive Council of the League of Nations is a body of officers or executives 
chosen by the League of Nations. The League of Nations is not iden 
tical with the Society of Nations until every sovereign state joins it. 

If sovereign states choose to stay out, they certainly have some rights. 

They have those rights now?if there is anything in international 

law?and if they have those rights, who has the right to take them 

away? 

Prof. Wilson. My motion would read this way: 

"Resolved, That the Executive Council of the American Society 
of International Law urges upon the Conference at Paris the 

adoption of a provision by which there shall be called?" 

and then the words of the second amendment? 

"?a general conference of the Powers to meet not less than two 

years nor more than five years after the signing of this convention 
for the purpose of reviewing the condition of international law, 
and of agreeing upon and stating in authoritative form the prin 
ciples and rules thereof; and that thereafter, regular conferences 
for that purpose shall be called and held at stated times." 

Dr. Hill. Are you willing to put in the word "all"?so as to make 

it read "of all the Powers?" 

Prof. Wilson. I think when you adopt a provision by which there 

shall be called a general conference of the Powers, it becomes entirely 

general. 

Mr. Snow. "A general conference of the Powers/' I think would 

be broad enough. 

Dr. Hill. It would mean that to me. 

Prof. Wilson. If this is not adopted, as it may not be in the League 

program, then there shall be provision for it elsewhere. That is what 

I would like to get at, in some supplementary way. 
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Mr. Gregory. Our resolution would carry much more weight if we 

could make it agree with the resolution of the New York Bar Asso 

ciation, and with the recommendation of our Chairman. Then if Dr. 
Hill could accept his own interpretation, leaving the language identical 
in the two resolutions, it seems to me our action would be much more 

effective. 

Prof. Wilson. I have intentionally left out the words "the Execu 
tive Council.'' 

Dr. Hill. I do not wish to be pertinacious or persistent at all. 

President Root. What Mr. Wilson has suggested is quite satisfac 

tory to me. I should think the term "general conference of the Pow 
ers" would cover it. 

Prof. Wilson. Particularly if you do not say "Executive Council" 
before that. 

President Root. Here they are providing for a body of delegates 
representing the members of the League, and for an executive coun 

cil. Now what we would ask would be that provision be made for a 

general conference of the Powers. 

Dr. Hill. You mean all the Powers ? 

President Root. Yes, I mean all the Powers that are regarded as 

within the scope of the making of international law. I should be a 
little afraid of using the word "all," because it might indicate that we 

meant to go beyond what I have just said. I think "a general con 

ference of the Powers" is a term pretty well understood. 

Dr. Hill. All right. 

Admiral Stockton. To be sent by the Secretary, or by you? 

President Root. What I should do would be to communicate im 

mediately to Mr. Polk the action that is taken here. I have no doubt 
he will cable it, just as he cabled the action of the New York Com 

mittee. 

Admiral Stockton. It is a peculiar circumstance, but probably the 

person who had more to do with drawing up the League of Nations as 

presented was Lord Robert Cecil, a lawyer in practice, who has been 

engaged in cases concerning the status of international law in English 
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law. He has been involved in controversies as to the question of the 

standing of international law in Great Britain, where it is less of posi 
tive law than in this country. In the preamble of the Covenant he 

makes rather a weak presentation of the force of international law in 
connection with the Society of Nations as understandings, and then 
brushes the matter aside. The situation seems very much the same as 

it is with the English Navy; they object very much to any paper re 

strictions on sea warfare, and that feeling has been carried over to the 

English people,?not of course the international lawyers, like many of 
the professors at Cambridge and Oxford, or among those who prac 
tice international law as lawyers exclusively. I think that in framing 
the Covenant there has been a lack of recognition of the strength of 

international law. With us it is more exact probably as a science than 
with any other country, so far as our judges in the Supreme Court 
have acted upon it. So that I think, with the adoption of the first 

draft, and with the reluctant amendment, if there is an amendment, 
there is no possibility of strengthening an acknowledgment of inter 

national law unless there is something of this kind coming from those 
on the outside. The endeavor may be great or may be small, but such 
an endeavor seems to me to be a duty for us to undertake. 

President Root. I think what you say about international law is 

probably correct. The atmosphere in Great Britain in regard to inter 

national law is quite different from the atmosphere here. 

But here is the view which leads me to think that while the gentle 
men in Paris have dealt with the existing exigencies, there ought to 

be a revision of their work in calmer times. The change which has 

taken place during this war, from closely organized autocracy to 

loosely compacted democracy, is a change which renders comparatively 
less important questions of policy, that have been so important in the 

past and that this Covenant proposes to deal with exclusively, and 
more important the insistence upon rules of law, because autocracies 
can live without law; they proceed by commands; but democracies can 

not live without law, the law is the very breath of life of a democracy, 
for only by law can the forces of the millions of people be coordinated 

and directed in one line. If all these great masses of people are to be 

controlled, it must be by impressing upon them a respect for law. That 

is the necessity of the future. What has been done in the proposed 
Covenant is to send all questions between nations back to the condition 
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in which they were a hundred years ago, that is, to be dealt with as 
matters of expediency by adjustment,?useful and necessary with 

political questions; but, nevertheless, you cannot get a democracy to 

argue out the rights and wrongs of many questions from the beginning. 
If you seek to get a democracy to argue out the right and wrong of a 

great international question, it will go according to its prejudices. 
There is only one way to keep them straight, and that is to agree upon 
the principles of law, to formulate rules of action when passions are 
not excited; and then when questions arise that are likely to excite 

passions, to say, "This is the law which you yourselves have agreed 
upon"; and then the members of a democracy will bow to law, because 
that is the habit of their political existence. Now I feel very strongly 
that the only method of creating or maintaining an organization that 
will perpetuate itself is the method that has been left out by the gen 
tlemen at Paris, and I am very glad you feel like making this expres 
sion. 

The question is upon Prof. Wilson's motion. 

Dr. Hill. Mr. Chairman, what you have said has immense weight 
and gravity. You have said the most centrally important thing I have 
ever heard said on this whole question in what you have said here in 
the last three or four minutes. 

Mr. Snow. I was wondering whether the substance of what the 
Chairman has just said could be summarized in a sort of preamble to 

the motion of Professor Wilson, just a few words expressing the idea 
which the Chairman has expressed. 

Prof. Wilson. I am inclined to think the simpler the language is, 
and the more direct, the greater will be the carrying power. We can 
not put an argument for it in a cablegram. 

President Root. I think the fact of this organization having de 
clared itself for the thing is about all we can do. I do not think we 
can send our argument over there. 

Mr. Snow. I am content to go on record as expressed in the reso 

lution. 

President Root. The question is on Professor Wilson's resolution. 

(The resolution was unanimously agreed to.) 

President Root. Is there any other business ? 
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Prof. Wilson. I think it would be very enlightening to the public 
if they might have the benefit of this morning's discussion. 

Dr. Hill. I should like to know if it is practicable to have a tran 

scription of what you have said in the last ten minutes or so ? 

Mr. Hyde. I think we all feel that way. Would there be any pos 
sible way by which the members of the Council could have the benefit 
of these remarks? 

Prof. Latane. I was hoping that it would be possible for Mr. Root 
to elaborate what he said about autocracies and democracies into an 

article, because that is a matter of great importance. 

Mr. Gregory. Are we sending out to the members of the Society 
the transactions of this meeting? If we are, these remarks might be 

incorporated. 

President Root. You might print the minutes and send them to 
the members of the Society. 

Mr. Finch. I was going to suggest that we had a similar meeting 
last year in which there were some very interesting remarks made, but 

we have never printed them. The proceedings of the two meetings 
might make a good pamphlet. 

Prof. Wilson. Or extracts from them. 

President Root. Shall we have an understanding, or a motion, that 

the Secretary is to prepare extracts from this meeting and the previous 
proceedings of the Council, to be sent to the members of the Society. 
Perhaps there ought to be a record of it. 

Dr. Hill. I move that that be done. 

(The motion was agreed to.) 

Prof. Wilson. I move that the members of the Council confer with 
the Secretary in regard to the make-up of that pamphlet. 

Dr. Hill. If the Secretary will select what seems to be important, 
he can submit it if he chooses. 

President Root. That will be done. 

(Whereupon, at 1.07 p. m., the meeting adjourned.) 
Elihu Root, 

President. 

Geo. A. Finch, 
Assistant Secretary. 
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